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The Sixteenth Annual Red Mass Celebrated

On Friday, November 17, 1972, the sixteenth annual Red Mass was celebrated in the Villanova Chapel. The Mass, a Votive Mass of the Holy Spirit is celebrated annually to invoke God's blessing on the Law School and all who teach and study therein. Faculty, students, alumni and friends were invited to the mass and, as usual, the chapel was filled.

The title Red Mass and its custom originally developed very early in the history of England and France. The Mass was then celebrated at the opening session of the Courts each first year student who will be seated by the Feast of St. Michael. The robes of both the judges and the priests were deep red in color at that time, and thus led to the traditional term “Red” Mass. This tradition of judges and lawyers seeking the blessings of the Holy Spirit is practiced each year at the Law School.

The event has become deeply embedded in the tradition of the school, an occasion to be spiritually and mentally rewarding for all those who attend, giving greater insight into the spirit of the law from the aspects of morality and human dignity.

The celebrant of the Solemn Processional Mass this year was Bishop Thomas J. Walsh, Auxiliary Bishop of Philadelphia. Also participating in the Mass were The Reverend Edward J. McCarthy, O.S.A., President of Villanova University; The Reverend Patrick J. Nuss, O.S.A., Vice President for Administration; and The Reverend Louis J. McElwee, O.S.A., Vice President for Academic Affairs.

The sermon was delivered by The Reverend John R. Ahern, O.S.A., the new President of Merriam College.

Adding to the beauty of the Mass was the music and hymns sung by the Villanova Singers under the direction of Mr. Herbert Fiss, who accompanied the singers at the organ, a position joyfully held at each Red Mass by Mr. Fiss since the Reverend Harold Gill Reuchenstein.

A reception was held in the Law School student lounge, attended by 250 alumni and guests, immediately following the Mass.

SBA SPONSORS JOB FORUM

On Thursday, November 9, 1972, the SBA sponsored a Job Forum featuring Villanova alumni. While aimed at the second and third year class, the program also attracted many first year students who were seeking law related jobs over the summer. The program which began at 8:15 p.m. featured five practicing Villanova graduates who discussed their areas of expertise for about 10 minutes each and then went on to answer questions from the floor. The program participants included: James McElraine, Richard G. Greiner, Lewis Braitman, Esther Silverstein and Larry Levine.
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When Vice Dean Bruch left the Law School for a position at the Pentagon, there was a gap which needed to be filled. Dean O'Brien decided to divide up the duties of the Vice Dean and created a position of an Assistant Dean. The position is to be held by a recent graduate for a year in order to see if he has time to handle a darkroom. The Assistant Dean is to handle student affairs, recruitment, publicity, faculty meetings, and miscellaneous duties as the Dean's deputy, which may be assigned.

After considering several people for the job, a graduate of the Law School was named to fill the position. The Assistant Dean is thirty-one years old and a resident of Mt. Airy. He was educated at Villanova and attended Oxford University before teaching at the University of Pennsylvania. The Assistant Dean taught for four years in California before he entered into teaching. The Assistant Dean said that more in tune with the students.

Besides being in charge of all recruiting, Assistant Dean Jackman is working with Professor Taggart in recruiting minority students. In connection with this, I asked the Assistant Dean about the alleged preferential treatment of minority students and the other students to react to this. He said any reaction good or bad is the result of the publicity on the students themselves and their attitude. He can understand the students' concern and their attitude reflects their own personal attitudes. A university's success and a university's minorities may be part of an overall commitment made. Professors from the University of Pennsylvania and those who have been involved with more compassion.

For the firm of John P. Fashley, 1864-1970 and then plaintiff litigation with the firm of Bestor, Hewson & Casey (1970-1973).

Miss Sylvester addressed the problem both of being an inexperienced attorney and being a female attorney when competing for the limited number of jobs in the area. While more jobs are opening up to women in the law firms and government positions, many firms still adhere to some of the "old myths" of hiring women and even where some firms do hire women personnel, as opposed to firms that discriminate, they still hire women attorneys to their professional status.

Afterرمزquestions from the audience, a panel and a number of students gathered in the Student Lounge and coffee to discuss problems and questions on a more personal level.

"Two weeks after the Fall semester broke, the Assistant Dean's dedication to his duties and future interests had not yet had a single meeting. This was due to Illus Professor John Stephenson, who had taught both classes in the early days of the Law School. The situation was aggravated by the fact that all of the members of the Faculty were already carrying full course loads. To meet this crisis, Dean O'Brien enlisted the aid of Professor Levin to teach Professor Stephenson's course this semester.

Professor Levin was born in Philadelphia and attended Overbrook High School. He began his college education at the Wharton School, but it was interrupted by military service in World War II. After the war, Professor Levin began his legal education at the University of Pennsylvania Law School. At the time, an undergraduate degree was not a prerequisite to the L.L.B., but Professor Levin worked for both degrees simultaneously.

At Penn, Professor Levin had an outstanding record. Not only was he Editor-In-Chief of the Law Review, he was also a "Jack of all trades" in the Law, at least as far as his interest in teaching he responded, "Teaching is my first love. Nothing is more gratifying than to stimulate students in their search for understanding." He said any reaction good or bad is the result of the publicity on the students themselves and their attitude. He can understand the students' concern and their attitude reflects their own personal attitudes. A university's success and a university's minorities may be part of an overall commitment made.
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Cardozo-Ives “B” leads ICC
Loop As Playoffs Approach

By JOE PAPARELLI

The Kangaroos have reached this high level of performance basically on the outstanding performance of its defense. This unit which has contributed enormously to the teams many triumphs has been led by T. Rorr, and Jerry “The Plumber” Roteta, both candidates for the Howard June Towser award for MVP, and has been helped by the consistently outstanding play of the Turk Cullie, “Sky” Timothy Sullivan and Jim “the Ken” Hennessy. The offense has vastly improved this year mainly because of the receiving of "Diamond" Roy DeCerre, "Humble" Joyce and Bill "Greek" Kalogredis and the outstanding passing of my favorite play- ing partner, Joe Paterno.

In contrast to A’s performance, B has picked up the championship spirit, and under the leadership of Harvey Garman, Jack Saile, Kevin Mahoney, Frank (no relation to Ray) Cardozo-Ives "B" displays inverted "shotgun Wishbone". 
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In conclusion the club had a frustrating first half, but by no means did their re-organization plan is in motion and after next year’s first draft they will definitely be back as contenders next year.

Warren-Stern: The Stern club has finished the season (4-4) with a team riddled by graduation which flourished early in the season and was never able to regain the form that made it the losing finalist in last year’s championship game. However, it would be unfair to Stern A to give them so little and unfruitful ink after last year’s performance. It is for this reason that I, wearing my hat as sportswriter, am now acknowledging the fine performances given by Tom Burke (everyone’s All League Linebacker), Mike McSidle, Marty Wilson, and John Furye.
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